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Background and Purpose







Project was selected and funded through the Transit
Cooperative Research Program
Synthesis Project was governed by a national project
panel
Project was completed during 2011
Purpose was not to determine if fare-free policies
were right or wrong, but to report on the experience
of those who had instituted this fare policy system wide
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Definitions






Fare-free is defined as public
transportation service that requires no
payment or proof of payment by any
passenger when they board a transit
vehicle
The study examined only those systems
that provided all of its services on a
fare-free basis in the entire community
The agencies had to be direct
recipients or sub-recipients of federal
transit grants

Sources of Funding
Someone is paying for the service
 Sources include sales tax, property tax,
payroll tax, federal and state assistance,
and utility fees
 Other sources include parking fees, ski lift
surcharges, university student fees, major
medical centers, casino revenues,
baggage fees, and donations
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Methodology
Literature search
 Contact transit management companies
 TRB and APTA committees
 CTAA
 Internet search engines
 State transit associations
 Listservs maintained at CUTR
 Sent a 36-question survey to all potential
fare-free system managers


Surveys and Data Collection
Responses received from 32 of the 39
agencies identified that were providing farefree service
 Other systems that had discontinued providing
fare-free service also responded
 Follow up phone calls and emails were
conducted with most systems for more detail
and clarification
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Basic Information
Where are fare-free transit
systems located?
 Who are these systems?
 Why do they have this fare
policy?
 What has been their experience?
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Who are the fare-free transit systems?


They all fall into three categories of communities:




Small urban and rural communities
Resort communities
University-dominated communities

AppalCART (NC)

Steamboat Springs Transit

Clemson, SC

Why Small Urban and Rural
Communities?










Primarily pure economics – the revenue
gained is close to the cost of fare
collection
In some cases, small transit systems can
make more revenue by not charging a
fare!
Substantially reduces commuting costs in
large rural areas and reduces air
pollution
Addresses safety concerns dealing with
robbery in remote rural areas
Improves performance metrics and helps
address the “empty bus” criticism

Island Transit (WA)
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Why Resort Communities?










Seasonal visitors result in substantial traffic
Resorts tend to be small and feature short trips
There are often crush loads of people at stops
In ski resorts, people carry equipment and wear ski
outfits
People like to party and drink in resort towns
Helps attract and retain service workers who usually
live out of town in less expensive areas
Transit is part of the economic engine of the town

Why University-dominated
Communities?










Students (and university
personnel) who prepay make up
the vast majority of passengers
Those others who would pay tend
to be lower income and minority
Less space is needed for parking
on campus
The campus is safer for
pedestrians
It is a policy consistent with
“going green”
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History of Free-Fare Policies
Public transportation was historically provided
by private companies that charged fares
 Since the 1960s, public transit agencies have
considered providing fare-free service
 A couple of small systems started fare-free
and remain fare-free
 Other systems experimented with free fares in
the 1970s and 1980s


Fare-free demonstrations









Denver and Trenton experimented with off-peak
fare-free service in 1979 – 1980
25% - 35% increase in ridership during those times
35% of new trips were made previously by
automobile
Didn’t really plan that well for increased ridership problems with schedule adherence, rowdiness, and
overcrowding
Discontinued after one year indicating they might do
better with fare incentives
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Austin, Texas fare-free experiment









Completely fare-free experiment from 10/89 to
12/90.
Subject to many different interpretations
Clearly higher ridership (up to 70%), though
there are questions as to what contributed
Management reported problems, particularly
with young passengers and maintenance issues
Bus operators asked that it be discontinued and
Board agreed

But fare-free was only just starting!
Small systems in Washington
State
 Ski resort towns in the Rockies
 New-start systems in small
urban and rural areas
 A few universities saw the
advantages
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Ridership impacts in the small urban and
rural areas
Agency

Expected Ridership
Increase

Actual Ridership
Increase

Estimate of loss in
Ridership with a fare

Advance Transit (NH)

No prediction – started
as a trial

32% within one year

9% with a $.50 fare up
to 57% with $2 fare

Deerfield Valley Transit
(VT)

Has always been free

Edmund Transit (OK)

40 – 80%

East Chicago Transit (IN)

Has always been free

50%

GoLine Transit (FL)

Has always been free

33% but depends on
level of fare

Hele-on-Transit (Hawaii)

Was 425,000 when
charging $1 fare in ‘05

Mason Transit (WA)

Has always been free

20 – 30%
200% increase in 8
months

50%+

205% by 2011
40%

Ridership impacts in resort areas
Agency

Expected Ridership
Increase

Aspen Shuttles

Always been fare-free

26 -33%

Breckenridge

Always been fare-free

35 -45%

Glenwood Springs
Mountain Village

Actual Ridership
Increase

125% in 4 months
Always been fare-free

Park City
20%

Summit County

Always been fare-free

Surveys show 22%
would not ride
25%

125% within 6 months

Steamboat Springs

Estimate of Ridership
Loss with a Fare

25 – 42%

53% after the $0.50
fare was eliminated
20 -26%
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Ridership impacts in university
communities
Agency

Expected Ridership
Increase

Cache Valley Transit
(UT)

Always been fare-free

Chapel Hill Transit (NC)

Actual Ridership
Increase

Estimate of ridership
loss with a fare
48 – 54%

43% within 9 months

Clemson Area Transit
(SC)

Always been fare-free

50%

Corvallis Transit (OR)

20 -50%

43% after two months

Go West Transit (IL)

No predictions

200% for non-students
after eliminating fare

Streamline Transit (MT)

200 a day

1200 a day

UMASS Transit

Always been fare-free

50%

Who are the new passengers?
The increased ridership tends to be from
existing passengers, bicyclists, seniors,
students, and lower income people
 Many tend to be those who are more sensitive
to price variations
 Reducing what are already low fares to zero
is usually not enough to change the travel
behavior of those who prefer driving their
own vehicle
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Passenger Satisfaction with Fare-Free








The vast majority support it - “We
offer a quality service for free, how
can you beat it! Riders love it!”
Operators develop more rapport
with passengers
Some resort communities do receive
complaints about vagrants and
alcoholics and other communities
express concern with rowdiness

Three agencies reported that passengers ask if they can
make voluntary contributions, and one agency receives
$100,000 a year in philanthropic gifts

Are there more “problem passengers”?









Vast majority of managers believe it is no greater on
their system than on other systems that charge a fare
Students will be rowdy whether there is a fare or not
Drivers are glad to trade the disputes about fares for
a few more problem passengers – most love the
policy
This issue is less of a problem in smaller communities
where people know each other
Good to have cameras, passenger conduct code, a
sheriff’s substation at the transit center, good relations
with the courts, agreements passengers must sign, and
a community education program
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How is Community Acceptance?








It doesn’t seem to matter what end of the political
spectrum communities are on
15 of the respondents said they never have had
complaints
Some say they have to defend it every year due
either to tight budgets or those who simply believe
everyone should pay for a direct benefit
Clear majority of transit managers reported it is not
a major issue, and some say it is a point of pride

How does it affect schedule reliability?










On balance, agencies reported it helps schedule
adherence by reducing dwell time
All-door boarding is particularly important in
resort towns and universities
Most stay on schedule more easily even with
more passengers
A few noted that average boarding time is less
per passenger, but increased boardings slow the
bus
Some agencies need to consider reducing the
number of bus stops
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The benefits of fare-free transit









Affordable mobility for all
Easier system for people to understand and use
More money for people to spend locally
Increased ridership and better performance metrics
Increases state/federal funding based on formulas
Faster boarding process/better schedule adherence
Bus operators like it, can be better ambassadors
Students can attend classes at different campuses
and have more mobility at night and weekends

More benefits of fare-free transit









Reduces peak season traffic congestion (eliminates up
to 500,000 car trips per year)
Fewer impaired drivers on the road
Allows parking facilities to be reduced
Enhances the economic competitiveness of the area
The transit system becomes a source of community
pride and helps them become recognized as best
places to live
People retire to the area partially due to free service
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Challenges of fare-free transit








Must provide free ADA service as well (though some
do route deviation as a substitute)
Public perception that charging fares would solve
tight budgets
Securing funding when budgets are tight
Accusation that riders are not paying their own way
More ridership brings more maintenance, vandalism,
truants, and possibly more operating costs

So why don’t more agencies do it?






At least 4 agencies took a serious look at adopting
fare-free policies in the past 12 years (San Francisco,
Portland, Eugene, and Hamilton)
The primary stumbling block is money – how do they
replace the considerable amount of revenue they
collect from the fare box?
They would also have to increase service to meet the
higher demand, yet with less money
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Projected costs for larger systems
Transit agency

Savings from ending
Costs of lost revenue,
fare collection functions new service, and new
capital

Lane Transit – Eugene,
Oregon (2008)

$100,000 - $500,000

Estimated cost of
implementing fare-free
policy

$5 million in lost revenue $4.5 - $5 million in net
new costs per year

Muni – San Francisco
$8.4 million
Municipal Transportation
Agency (2008)

$112 M in lost fares,
$72 M for more service,
$512 M in capital

$184 million in net new
operating expenses per
year

Tri-Met – Portland, OR
(1998)

Not provided, but
possibly included in cost
column

$41 M in lost fares, $8
M for more service, $5
M for more vehicles

$49 million in new
operating expenses per
year

Hamilton, Canada
(2008)

Not provided, but
possibly included in cost
column

$900,000 in fares, $30
million for additional
service

$30.9 million in new
operating costs per year

Outcomes of providing fare-free service








Ridership has increased from as little as 20% to as high
as 200% in the US, and much higher in Europe and China
The Simpson-Curtin elasticity formula doesn’t really
apply to free fare policies
The total removal of the psychological barriers
associated with transit fares may explain the
disproportionate increases in ridership
There might be more disruptive passengers, but it doesn’t
seriously effect passenger satisfaction or community
acceptance
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Outcomes (continued)





Bus operators in smaller communities are supportive
Operations are generally more efficient
Resort communities recognize the economic value
Universities recognize the “green” nature, the
economic value in reduced parking costs, and the
equity issue

Outcomes (continued)






Even smaller communities have
documented reduced traffic
congestion, pollution, use of gas
and of cars
Communities that offer fare-free
service are proud that access is
granted to everyone regardless of
income and connects all elements
of the community
Steps should be taken to address
the potential downside of
disruptive passengers
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